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A visual history of two-wheeled motorized transport: the motorcycle. Contains around 300
photographs from PA Photos' huge archives, spanning the whole of the 20th Century. The story of
the motorcycle starts when it was little more than a bicycle frame with an engine strapped on, soon
becoming a purpose designed vehicle for cheap every-day transport, navigating congested urban
traffic, for long distance travel, cruising and holidays. Some machines became test-beds for
mechanical refinement and thrilled spectators at race circuits and off road tracks throughout the
world. From the temperamental vintage machines of the early 1900s, to the motorcycling
subcultures of the 1940s Hells Angels, the 1950s Cafe Racers, and the Mods and Rockers of the
1960s, all aspects of the motorcycle are celebrated.
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I'd highly recommend this book as it dives into the history of motorcycles while keeping it fun and
informative at the same time. I quickly realized it's also a who's who of the motorcycle industry and
TV personalities a like.. I believe I even saw a few music artist in there! It is a smaller book so don't
expect this to be a large table book.

Interesting but,,,,,,,seventy years are covered by the first quarter of the book. The remaining three
quarters cover the other thirty. A lot of the 60's & 70's. The topper is it's about "100 years of British

Motorcycling". Still OK.I'm keeping it but I don't think I'd have bought it if I'd had that information.
Now you can decide!

The first "half" of this book contains some cool old, historic pictures that I found to be really
interesting and provided a nice glimpse at motorcycling -in England - in the 30s, 40s, 50s. etc. The
second half of the book is filler, really: posed pictures of the famous, celebrities, etc.; nothing overly
interesting unless you find canned PR photos intriguing. If you get it on the cheap, why not.
Otherwise pass.

This is a great book on the subject especially the first half maybe even more of it , i dont know any
other book myself that has so many unseen pic. before . The research on this must have been
staggering , i know last third is a a little weak compare to the rest and little british heavy but this is
easily forgiven in my part . My only wish was it could have been a little bigger in size . Do not
hesitate ,buy this book if you are collector of this kinda stuff you wont be disappointed.
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